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Tai and Sai are Kai Hiwatari's younger twin siblngs what'll happen when they meet G-Rev? Mass
Mayhem and love insues join these two crazy russians as they rip apart the BB world
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1 - Enter! The Hiwatari Twins

~OC's~
Name: Tai Hiwatari
Age: 14
Height: 5ft 5in
Weight: 90lbs
Looks: shoulder length black hair with slate bangs; deep blue eyes; slim frame, well toned body (as in,
she can kick your @$$!); medium bosom (she's always being confused for a guy)
Normal Clothes: a deep blue turtle-neck tank top with the yang symbol on the back, black cargos, black
fingerless gloves, black boots
Training/Sparring Clothes: A deep blue tank top (think Hiei from YuYu Hakusho) with black Capri pants
and black martial arts shoes
Personality: Quiet, shy, protective, a motherly figure. has a soft spot for cats and catlike people
(ReisPheonix: hint hint)
Blade: Blue with a black attack ring and has black panthers painted on the sides
Bit beast Name: Yangheart

Name: Sai Hiwatari
Age: 14
Height: 5ft 5in
Weight: 100lbs
Looks: Short-cropped black hair with slate bangs; crimson eyes; well toned body (as in, he can kick your
@$$!)
Personality: Hyper, caring, protective. Has a soft spot for dogs.
Blade: Red with a black attack ring and white jackals painted on the sides.
Bit beast Name: Yinheart

~Bit beasts~
Name: Yangheart
Appearance: A large black panther with blue stripes (also known as a black tiger) and deep blue eyes.
Element: Darkness/Flame
Attacks: Dark Blazing Gigs; Hades' Darkness; Tiger's Fury
Defense: Yami Barrier, Temptation's Protection; Yami Daisuke

Name: Yinheart
Appearance: A large white jackal with crimson eyes
Element: Light/Flame
Attacks: Light Blazing Gigs; Zeus's Hikari; Jackal's Hatred
Defense: Hikari Barrier; Hikari Daisuke; Love's Protection
Kai Hiwatari looked over his shoulder as a loud 'THUD' was heard behind him. He saw two forms laying
on the ground, both with two toned hair similar to his own and the one the longer hair was glaring
daggers at the other, who seemed to be unconscious. 'Not again...' he thought, walking over to the
younger teens.“What did he do this time, Tai?” he asked the only conscious one.



“He pulled me around the city to look for you and he ran into a street sign and when he fell, he kinda
pulled me with him.” was the quiet reply as the girl pulled herself into a sitting position and pulled her
wrist free from her unconscious twin's hand.
“Well, let's get him to my friend's dojo. He can sleep there...maybe.” Kai picked up the unconscious
Hiwatari and grabbed his sister's hand.
'This is going to be one strange day...' Kai thought as he walked towards the Kinomiya Dojo.
Little did he know that it was just going to get stranger...
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